NTGM Julie Booth’s Workshop, September 20
Talisman Pouch
Starting with a small piece
of felt, we layered scraps of
fabric, twirls of yarn and a
few special found objects.
Then covered all with colorful netting, added yet more
yarn and started stiching or
couching the layers together.

This fun, creative journey
started when Julie and her
family created “pouches” for
the beach treasures that they
collected each summer.
Using either the special kits
that Julie had put together,
or our own assortment of
fabrics and embellishments,
we each created a unique
hand-stitch pouch to hold
an object special to us.

Julie likes to vary the angle,
and closness of her couching
stitches, even jumping over
two threads. Often using a
varigated thread.

Next, attaching found objects
like stones, beads or shells.

Julie Booth’s Workshop, September 20
Talisman Pouch
Julie had prepared an
excellent handout leading us
through each step and
tecnque she uses. Adding
button holes were a fun
touch. Or you could do loops.

Adding some dangles for
our closures or wherever.

Julie showed us all kinds of
other stitches to fill-in and
tops off our little creations.

Finish off the side seams; use
decorative stitches were they
would show like on the flap.

Her commission/collabative
piece to hold a large object.
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This is Julie’s finished piece.
As we finsh our pieces,
we will end out an update.
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threadbornblog.com

These three sources were all new to me, perhaps to you
too? One could get lost in the web pages of Artistic Artifacts.
Hattie & Della carry silk embroidery threads. Sandy
Thomas & Sons Needles
https://www.google.com/search?q=Thomas+%26+Sons+needles&rlz=1CAGZLV_enUS935&oq=Thomas+%26+Sons+needles&aqs=chrome..69i57j0i22i30.14978j1j7&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8
Artistic Artifacts https://www.artisticartifacts.com/?gclid=CjwKCAjwzOqKBhAWEiwArQGwaPJFSvyY99CfFPTkr8wEz2O5crptPm6SPCFFsLd9pj8bJYN_bOHP7xoCVR0QAvD_BwE
https://hattieanddella.com

